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📣 Paper 3 has been removed from NET from 2018 (Noti�ication [https://www.examrace.com/NTA-
UGC-NET/NTA-UGC-NET-Updates/NEWS-UGC-NET-Exam-Changes-2018.htm])- now paper 2 and 3
syllabus is included in paper 2. Practice both paper 2 and 3 from past papers.

NTA NET Sociology December 2019 Higher Questions and Answers
Part 9

Q. 84 The earlier popular studies of India rural society were largely based on the interest of
sociologists to-

1. understanding Indian village society

2. document the structure of traditional Indian village society

3. understand the dynamics and change in Indian village society

4. document the contribution of Britishers to the Indian village society

Choose the correct option:

1. a and b

2. b and c

3. c and d

4. a and d

Q. 85 Sociology originated largely in a philosophical ambition to:

1. account for the course of human history

2. explain the social crisis of the 19th century Europe

3. explain the origin of industrialization

4. account for the French revolution

Choose the correct option:

1. a and b

2. b and c

3. c and d

4. a and d

Q. 86 Who is considered as practitioner of ‘theoretical pluralism’ ?

1. A. R Desai

2. G. S Ghurye
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3. M. N Srinivas

4. R. K Mukherjee

Q. 87 Given below are two statements, one is labelled as Assertion (A) and other as Reason (R) :

Assertion (A) : the globalisation has intensi�ied exclusion, marginalisation and disconnection among
different classes of people and regions.

Reason (R) : it is due to economic reforms.

Select the correct answer from the codes given below:

(1) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A) .

(2) Both (A) and (R) are true, but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A) .

(3) (A) is true, but (R) is false.

(4) (A) is false, but (R) is true.

Q. 88 Who is the author of the book, “the religion of java” ?

1. Erving Goffman

2. Manuel Castells

3. Clifford Geertz

4. Claude Levi-Strauss

Q. 89 Identify the correct sequence of different laws passed in India to improve Women՚s status in
society:

1. Protection of women from domestic violence act, Panchayati raj act , Hindu succession act

2. Panchayati raj act , Hindu succession act, Protection of women from domestic violence act

3. Hindu succession act, Protection of women from domestic violence act, Panchayati raj act

4. Hindu succession act, Panchayati raj act, , Protection of women from domestic violence act

Q. 90 Which of the following were the slum population in India in 2001 and 2011 census years?

1. 40.6 million

2. 42.6 million

3. 68millions

4. 72 million

Choose the correct option:

1. a and b

2. b and c

3. c and d

4. a and d
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Comprehension

Read the following passage carefully:

In all regions of India, Villages are changing in respect of economic institutions , power structure and
inter caste relationships. A major of economic change is land reform which has created great
sociological impact on village social structure, even though its economic impact may be subject to
controversies.

1. Land reform in villages has been introduced through abolition of intermediaries

2. Tenancy reforms

3. Ceiling on land holdings and redistribution of land

4. Consolidation of holding and prevention of holdings from deteriorating to uneconomic size

5. Emphasis on and development of cooperative farming and

6. Religious-economic movement for gift of surplus land by the rich to the poor as bhoodan. These
measures have been implemented differently in different states, but they have created uniform
sociological consequence.

Answer the following of question (91 - 95) on the basis of the above passage.

Q. 91 Which of the following has had a great impact on the units of social structure in the villages of
India?

1. Legislations

2. Land reforms

3. Education

4. Political processes

Q. 92 Which are the measures of land reforms that have been implements in the villages in India?

1. Ceiling on land holding

2. Panchayati raj

3. Bhoodan

4. Law of inheritance

Choose the correct option:

1. a and b

2. b and c

3. c and a

4. a and d


